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Abstract
The rate corridor regime, relying on lending and deposit facilities to set ceilings and floors for interbank
overnight rates, has been practiced by many central banks. This paper modifies the theoretical model proposed
by Bech and Klee (2011) to discuss the seller’s bargaining power in Taiwan interbank overnight market under
rate corridor system. We apply two-limit Tobit model to estimate the bargaining power. The empirical results
show that the repo rate, policy indicator and index for reserves concentration have significantly positive
relationship with seller’s bargaining power. Meanwhile, the results imply that the interbank overnight rates rise
with these three variables. The conclusions could be clearly observed from the predictions on the paths of the
interbank overnight rate under various scenarios.
Keywords: interbank overnight market, bargaining power, Tobit Model
1. Introduction
The operating procedures of monetary policy involve instruments (tools), operating targets, intermediate targets,
and policy goals. Central Banks manipulate the instruments to achieve a specified value of an operating target. In
recent years, the interest rate on interbank overnight loans has been widely used as the primary operating target
for monetary policy because it is the most immediate source of regulating banks’ liquidity. For example, the Fed
has announced a federal funds rate target at each Federal Open Market Committee meeting since February 1994.
The European Central Bank sets a target for the overnight cash rate which is similar to the federal funds rate.
Therefore, the whole market participants keep close watch on the announcement of the interbank overnight rate
because it affects interest rates throughout the economy.
The central banks can use their monopoly power over the supply of currency and reserves to influence the
interbank overnight rate. The basic reserves market model could be used to examine the responses of the reserves
quantities and interbank overnight rate under alternative instruments. Much literature discusses a rate corridor
regime for interbank overnight market which has been practiced in Australia, New Zealand, Sweden and
Switzerland. Some features of this regime have been described in Whitesell (2006) and Mishkin (2013).
Operationally, the discount rate is set at a premium above the target rate, while the interest rate paid on the
reserve balances (deposit rate) is set at a spread below the target rate. The discount rate functions as a ceiling and
the deposit rate as a floor for the interbank overnight rate. As the reserve demand fluctuates, the interbank
overnight rate will stay between these two limits.
The financial crisis of 2007-2009 led the Fed to adopt the corridor system. The authority to pay interest rate on
reserve balances had been granted by Congress in 2006 but was not effective until October 2011. The financial
crisis induced the Fed to implement this power on October 6, 2008. However, the effective federal funds rate did
not stay above the floor of the corridor. Lavoie (2010) explains this phenomenon by the fact that not all the
participants in the federal funds are eligible to receive interest payments on their reserve balances. The
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) and foreign institutions get nothing on their reserve balances. This
creates a segmented market where these institutions lack bargaining power and are being forced to lend at a rate
below the floor. Moreover, Bech and Klee (2011) develop a bargaining model to explore the behavior of the
federal funds rate. They use information on observed rates to calibrate the bargaining power of the different
participants. The theoretical model proposed by Bech and Klee would provide us an available framework to
analyze Taiwan interbank overnight market.
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Taiwan innterbank overnnight market, as called interbank call looans market, was establishhed in April 1980.
1
Originally,
y, the participaants were restrricted to thosee institutions, like the dom
mestic banks annd local branc
ch of
foreign baanks, which weere required too hold reserve balances. To eexpand the size of transactioons, investment and
trust comppanies (ITC) and
a bills finannce companies (BFC) that w
were not requirred to hold reserve balancess had
been allow
wed to join thee interbank oveernight markett since 1991. F
Figure 1 shows the transactions by instituttions.
FC seem to uusually stand in
The domeestic banks aree the most impportant traderss in the markeet. ITC and BF
n the
position off borrowing. However,
H
the am
mount of transsactions by ITC
C and BFC is nnot large.

Figure 1. IInterbank overrnight transactiions by instituutions
Source: Centtral Bank of R.O.C
C (Taiwan), Financial Statistics Monnthly.

wan could borrrow at the disccount window ooffered by the central bank or
o get
As most otther countries,, banks in Taiw
the liquiditty from other banks.
b
Howevver, the central bank of Taiwaan set the discoount rate as thee floor of the target
t
rate beforee 2003. To be correspondentt with the corrridor scheme oof other countrries, the interbbank overnightt rate
has been allowed to be
b lower than the discountt rate since 22003. This feaature is illustrrated in Figure 2.
Additionallly, the interbaank overnight rrate does not reeally stay withhin the corridorr.

F
Figure 2. Taiw
wan interbank oovernight ratess
Source: Centtral Bank of R.O.C
C (Taiwan), Financial Statistics Monnthly.
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Bech and Klee (2011) propose a model with heterogeneous participants in markets and banking. However, the
roles of ITC and BFC in Taiwan are not as significant as that of GSEs in the United States. Therefore, this paper
will not deal with the problem of heterogeneity in the theoretical model. Instead, we use the share variables in
the econometric model to investigate the influence of ITC and BFC on the bargaining power in Taiwan interbank
overnight market. This paper is organized as follows. We describe the bargaining model and its implications in
Section 2. Then we will calibrate the model to Taiwan interbank overnight market data and back out the
bargaining power of the market participants in Section 3. We also predict the interbank overnight rate under
various scenarios in this section. The conclusions are in Section 4.
2. The Model
2.1 Theoretical Model
The economy consists a central bank and a set of profit-maximizing and risk-neutral agents that buy and sell
overnight funds in the interbank overnight market. According to the definition of Nash, a bargaining problem
with two agents could be expressed as a pair (F, d), where F is the set of feasible agreements, and d indicates the
threat point. Bech and Klee define a bargaining model where the utility of the agents is equal to the interest
income. Following the argument of Binmore et al. (1986), the Nash solution could be written as

r * ( F , d )  arg max( f buyer  d buyer )1  ( f

seller

d f

 d seller ) 

(1)

where r* is the equilibrium interbank overnight rate in this bargaining model, (fbuyer, fseller) denote the interest rate
paid by the buyer (borrower) and the interest rate received by the seller (lender) respectively, and (dbuyer, dseller)
indicate the highest rate at which the buyer is willing to borrow money and the lowest interest at which the seller
is willing to lend fund. Moreover, β∈[0, 1] is the bargaining power of the seller, and then 1-β is the bargaining
power of the buyer. The final solution implies that the buyer pays the seller the interest r . It means that (fbuyer,
fseller)=(-r, r). The threat point should satisfy the conditions that dbuyer ≤ fbuyer = -r and dseller ≤ fseller = r. The Nash
solution in equation (1) could be rewritten as

r *  arg max (r  d buyer )1  (r  d seller ) 

(2)

d seller  r   d buyer

Setting the first-order condition of equation (2) being zero yields the solution of r as

r *  d seller   (d buyer  d seller )  d buyer  (1   )(d buyer  d seller )

(3)

In the model of Bech and Klee, there are two segmented markets and the effective federal funds rate is the
weighted average rate yielding from the bargaining problem in each market. However, the separation of Taiwan
interbank overnight market is not significant because of the little amount of transactions by ITC or BFC.
Therefore, we will directly use equation (3) to discuss the behavior of Taiwan interbank overnight rate.
Suppose the interest rate paid on reserve balances is rioer, it is clear that the seller will not lend to other bank if
the interbank overnight rate is lower than rioer. It implies that dseller = rioer. Let rsdw denote the discount rate, and it
is known the buyer will not borrow money from other bank if the interbank overnight rate is higher than rsdw. It
means that dbuyer = -rsdw. The surplus can be divided between two parties is the interest rate difference rsdw - rioer.
Therefore equation (3) can be expressed as

r *  rioer   ( rsdw  rioer )  rsdw  (1   )( rsdw  rioer ) ,

(4)

We discuss the implications derived from equation (4). First, an increase in the seller’s bargaining power (β) will
raise the interbank overnight rate. It implies the seller could ask for a higher interest payment if his bargaining
power increases. The positive relationship will be magnified when the surplus that could be divided between two
parties is larger. This property is observed by differentiating equation (4) with respect to β.

r * /   rsdw  rioer  0 ,

(5)

Secondly, we analyze the impact of interest rate paid on reserve balances by the following differentiating
equation.

r * / rioer  1    0

(6)

The interbank overnight rate moves in the same direction with the interest rate paid on reserve balances.
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Intuitivelyy, an increase in
i the interest rate paid on reeserve balancees will raise thhe threat pointt of the seller. Thus
the buyer sshould pay moore interest to gget the fund. M
Moreover, the m
magnitude of tthis positive reelationship dep
pends
on the sizee of borrower’ss bargaining poower.
Finally, ann increase in thhe discount ratte will make tthe interbank oovernight rate be higher. The reason is tha
at the
demand foor interbank loan will increasse when the coost of alternatiive source of fu
fund (discount window) is hiigher.
Then it puushes up the innterbank overnnight rate. The extent of thiss positive relattionship is releevant to the seller’s
bargainingg power and coould be shown by the followiing equation.

r * / rssdw    0 ,

(7)

2.2 Econom
metric Model
By rearrannging equationn (4), the seller ’s bargaining ppower could bee expressed ass

r *  rioer
ˆ
 
rsdww  rioer

(8)

Because thhe interbank ovvernight rate hhas been allow
wed to be lowerr than the discount rate sincee 2003, we willl use
the interesst rate data avvailable by thhe Central Baank of R.O.C. (Taiwan) to construct the values of seller’s
bargainingg power (β) for
fo Taiwan froom January 20003 to May 22012. The tim
me series is shhown in Figu
ure 3.
Obviouslyy, the values of seller’s barggaining power (β) do not staay between zeero and one at all times. We
e will
focus on tthose observattions that the values of selller’s bargaininng power keeep within the reasonable ran
nges.
Instead off the fractionall response model used by B
Bech and Klee, we will applly Tobit model to investigate the
behavior oof bargaining power
p
in Taiwaan interbank ovvernight markeet.

F
Figure 3. Sellerr’s bargaining power (β)
o the
We considder a regressionn model in whhich the dependdent variable iis continuous aand recorded iin only some of
ranges. Thhe two-limit Toobit model proovides a framew
work for us too estimate the bbargaining pow
wer when it will be
truncated aat both high annd low values. The model is defined as folllows:

 t*  γ ' x t  ut

(8)

where β*t is the latent variable,
v
γ is a kk×1 vector of parameters, x is a k×1 vectoor of explanatoory variables, and
a ut
are disturbbances that aree independentlyy and normallyy distributed, w
with mean zeroo and a comm
mon variance σ2. Let
the seller’ss bargaining poower (βt) be thhe observed dependent variabble,
 0

 t    t*
 1


iif
iif
iif

 t*  0
0   t*  1
 t*  1

The likelihhood function is given by
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(10)

t

Two-stage estimation procedure could be used to obtain the maximum-likelihood estimates of γ and σ2. The
more detail discussion about this model could be seen in Maddala (1983).
3. Empirical Results
3.1 Determinants of Bargaining Power
Basing on the settings of Bech and Klee, we specify six variables that may be the important factors in
determining the bargaining power. The first variable, Balances, denotes the logarithm of total level of reserve
balances held by the financial institutions. The higher level of reserve balances implies there is not much demand
for reserves. It is expected to reduce the seller’s bargaining power.
The second variable, HHI, indicates the Herfindahl-Hirschman index which measures the concentration of the
reserve balances. This index is computed as the square sum of reserve share for the largest 29 financial
institutions in Taiwan. Intuitively, if the reserves are held by a few participants (a higher HHI), the structure of
the market is near monopoly. It will strengthen the seller’s bargaining power.
The third variable, Repo, is the repurchase agreement rate on government bonds secondary market (1-30 days). It
is known the repo market and the interbank overnight market are substitutes. A higher repo rate provides the
seller with alternative investment opportunity. It increases the seller’s bargaining power.
The forth variable, NPL, is the non-performing loans ratio of all financial institutions. It measures the health
state of the banking sector. Increases in counterparty risk will lead to worse information asymmetry. Moreover,
banks are not willing to lend because they prefer to keep liquidity for precautionary reasons. For example,
Afonso et al. (2011) suggest the importance of liquidity hoarding and counterparty risk in the U.S. interbank
overnight market during financial crisis of 2008. Thus a higher non-performing loans ratio reduces interbank
lending and the seller’s bargaining power might be lower.
The fifth variable, Policy, describes the monetary policy environment. We set a dummy variable that equals 1 if
the rate paid on reserve balances changes at the later month. The expectation about future monetary policy will
affect the motive for bank to hold reserves.
The sixth variable is not included in the study of Bech and Klee. We consider the ratios of the amount of
borrowing (lending ) by BFC and ITC to total borrowing (lending) which are denoted by BFCb (BFCl) and ITCb
(ITCl), respectively. These share variables capture the influence of those heterogeneous participants over the
bargaining power.
The data set is obtained from the Central Bank of R.O.C (Taiwan), Financial Statistics Monthly, and the
databank provided by Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ). The sample period ranges from January 2003 to May
2012, with a total 111 monthly observations. The descriptive statistics for the variables involved in this study are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics
Variable
Balances
HHI
Repo
NPL
Policy
BFCb
BFCl
ITCb
ITCl

Mean
6.0737
0.1523
0.0095
2.4274
0.1171
0.0010
0.0082
0.1413
0.0199

Std. Dev.
0.0766
0.0582
0.0056
1.7428
0.3230
0.0018
0.0010
0.0763
0.0149

Maximum
6.1900
0.2586
0.0211
6.8400
1.0000
0.0064
0.0381
0.3432
0.0769

Minimum
5.9400
0.0231
0.0013
0.4200
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0433
0.0004

3.2 Empirical Results
We use two-limit Tobit model described in equation (8) and (9) to estimate the seller’s bargaining power. The
independent variables include the factors mentioned in section 3.1. We exclude the influence of heterogeneous
participants in Model 1. Then add the share variables relevant to the transaction of BFC and ITC in Model 2, 3, 4.
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The empirical results are presented in Table 2. Repo and Policy are two significant variables that are positively
related to seller’s bargaining power. A higher repo rate tends to push up seller’s bargaining power as expected.
Bech and Klee find the same evidence for GSEs that are significant sellers in Federal Funds market. Moreover,
anticipation of the change in rate paid on reserve balances will stimulate the seller’s bargaining power. The
concentration index (HHI) is positively related to seller’s bargaining power. It is consistent with our expectation.
The total level of reserve balances (Balances) and the health state of the banking sector (NPL) do not
significantly determine bargaining power except in Model 1. The coefficient on NPL is insignificantly negative.
We explain this result with two effects. The first effect is noted previously that counterparty risk makes seller
reduce lending and it raises seller’s bargaining power. The second effect is that the injection of liquidity by
central bank in the worse financial state causes the decrease in seller’s bargaining power. These two effects move
in the opposite directions and then the total effect is indefinite.
The coefficients on lending share of BFC are significant negative in Model 2 and Model 4. In addition, the
influence of ITC is insignificant. BFC need not hold reserves and they lend fund under consideration of benefit.
If BFC participate the selling market more aggressively, it will reduce the other seller’s bargaining power. By
contrast, this effect does not be found when BFC act as borrowers in the market. It is worth noting that BFC, like
other banks, could borrow at the discount window offered by the central bank. Therefore, the borrowing
decisions for BFC are similar to other banks.
Table 2. Estimation for seller’s bargaining power with two-limit Tobit Model
Dependent variable: seller’s bargaining power
Independent variables
Balances
HHI
Repo
NPL
Policy

Model 1
0.9172
(1.72)*
0.2514
(0.60)
28.4326
(9.70)***
-0.0715
(-1.71)*
0.0700
(2.94)***

BFCb
BFCl

Model 2
0.3869
(0.83)
0.7357
(2.01)**
26.3012
(10.32)***
-0.0534
(-1.54)
0.0446
(2.16)**
-35.7521
(-0.25)
-5.8211
(-4.11)***

ITCb
ITCl
Constant
Log likelihood

-2.6094
(-0.90)
81.7969

-5.7982
(-1.75)*
74.3070

Model 3
0.3331
(0.54)
0.5412
(1.32)*
31.0454
(10.50)***
-0.0667
(-1.47)
0.0606
(2.62)***

-0.1960
(-0.71)
-3.2061
(-2.27)**
-2.2349
(-0.59)
77.4090

Model 4
0.2767
(0.49)
0.7628
(2.05)**
27.3549
(9.46)***
-0.0505
(-1.28)
0.0449
(2.13)**
-80.4513
(-0.52)
-4.9660
(-2.75)***
-0.1155
(-0.45)
-0.9999
(-0.63)
-1.9292
(-0.56)
82.1069

Notes: t values are given in parentheses. ***, **,* indicate significance at 1%, 5%, 10% statistical level, espectively.

3.3 Prediction of Interbank Overnight Rate

Central bank can change the interest rate paid on reserve balances to alter the rate corridor. In this section,
we intend to predict the interbank overnight rate under different setting for interest rate paid on reserve
balances. From Table 2, the log likelihood ratio for Model 4 is the highest among all models. Therefore, we
apply the coefficients estimated by Model 4 to perform this predicting exercise. All the independent
variables involved in the regression are assumed to stay in their mean level as shown in Table 1. The
discount rate is set at mean level (4.25%). Especially, we plot the implied interbank overnight rate with
different assumptions for BFC lending share. In the low (high) scenario, the BFC lending share is assumed
to be the average level minus (plus) one standard deviation.
Figure 3 illustrates the fact that higher interbank overnight rates are associated with higher interest rates
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paid on reeserve balancees. Moreover, a higher BFC
C lending sharre results in a lower interbaank overnightt rate
because itt implies a loower seller’s bargaining ppower. A furtther point to be noted is tthat the interbank
overnight rates with diifferent assum
mptions for BFC lending sshare will connverge to the same level as the
interest raate paid on resserve balancess increases.
Figure 4 to Figure 6 shoow the effectss of different llevel of total rreserve balancces, different degree of inde
ex of
a different value of repoo rate on thee interbank ovvernight rate, respectively. The
reserve cooncentration and
positivelyy sloped paths suggest thaat the interbaank overnightt rates rise w
with these thrree variables. The
negative rrelationship beetween non-peerforming loaans ratio and innterbank overrnight rate is oobserved in Fiigure
7.

F
Figure 3. Preddiction of interrbank overnigght rate—by innterest rate paaid on reserve balances

Figure 4. Prediction
P
of iinterbank overrnight rate—bby total level oof reserve balances
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Figure 5. Prrediction of innterbank overnnight rate—byy index of resserves concenttration

Figure 6. Preddiction of inteerbank overnigght rate—by rrepo rate

Figure 7. Prediction off interbank ovvernight rate—
—by non-perfoorming loans rratio
4. Conclussions

This papeer modifies thee theoretical m
model proposeed by Bech annd Klee to invvestigate the sseller’s bargaiining
power in T
Taiwan interbbank overnighht market undeer rate corridoor system. We apply two-lim
mit Tobit mod
del to
estimate thhe bargainingg power and evvaluate the im
mpacts on inteerbank overnigght rate underr various scenarios.
The empirical results show
s
that the repo rate, poolicy indicatoor and index ffor reserves cconcentration have
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significantly positive relationship with seller’s bargaining power. Meanwhile, the results also imply that the
interbank overnight rates rise with these three variables. The predictions on the paths of the interbank
overnight rate under different scenarios make our conclusions more clear.
This issue could be extended to focus on other Asian countries where central banks play important roles in
stabilizing the financial system. Especially, it is interesting to investigate the dynamics of interbank
overnight rates during financial crisis. Because the manipulations of reserves schemes are different among
Asian countries, the theoretical model used in this paper could be modified to fit each economy. It may help
us to look more closely at the behavior of central banks.
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